The extent of where magnetic reconnection (MR), the dominant process responsible for energy and plasma transport into the magnetosphere, operates across Earth's dayside magnetopause has previously been only indirectly shown by observations. We report the first direct evidence of X-line structure resulting from the operation of MR at each of two widely separated locations along the tilted, subsolar line of maximum current on Earth's magnetopause, confirming the operation of MR at two or more sites across the extended region where MR is expected to occur. The evidence results from in-situ observations of the associated ion and electron plasma distributions, present within each magnetic X-line structure, taken by two spacecraft passing through the active MR regions simultaneously. The transport of plasma and energy into Earth's magnetospheric environment, bounded by the magnetopause (MP), is known to be dominantly controlled by the process of magnetic reconnection (MR, [1] ) of the Earth's dayside magnetic field with the adjacent magnetosheath magnetic field (the interplanetary field draped over the magnetopause by the impact of the solar wind passing through the upstream bow shock). Previous investigations have raised questions regarding the location and rate of MR across the MP surface [2] , particularly in terms of global ionospheric convection as driven by the operation of reconnection. Much of the indirect experimental evidence suggests a patchy or sporadic occurrence, resulting in intermittent reconnection signatures [3] , while different theories place the likelihood of MR at a magnetic merging line, which may be tilted along the direction of maximum current on the MP surface, or where these fields are strictly antiparallel [4] . These locations are controlled by the relative orientations of the reconnecting magnetic fields in the magnetosphere and magnetosheath which define a shear angle (which takes different values at different positions on the magnetopause). The biggest differences in the predictions of these theories occurs at the subsolar magnetopause, although there is a large body of indirect evidence, which suggests multiple locations, or extended regions, of MR exist, particularly extending to flank MP positions [5] . In fact, a number of recent studies have implied MR is occurring at both antiparallel and component sites ( [6, 7] ) and so the nature and extent of reconnection at the subsolar magnetopause remains to be clarified.
The center of the merging current line is typically located near the subsolar region, depending on the draping and orientation of the magnetosheath field, and is controlled by the presence of a guide field during component MR. The operation of MR along this line is expected to result in magnetic X-line formation (often localized in extent and with characteristic ion and electron diffusion regions and a central, null field). Associated bundles of reconnected magnetic flux form flux tubes, moving in predictable ways from the merging line during periods of ongoing or intermittent reconnection (e.g., [8] ). Until now, direct evidence of the extent of any X-line structure has been limited, although theoretical considerations of 3D MR predict an A-B null-null line [9] , with characteristic plasma distributions and a system of Hall currents ( [10] [11] [12] [13] ). It is not well understood, however, how current The measurements presented here demonstrate the simultaneous existence of X-line reconnection structure at widely separated positions ($ 9R E ) exactly along the predicted subsolar merging line (either side of noon) for the first time, and hence imply that driven MR activity exists across the low-latitude dayside MP. The evidence arises from a simultaneous MP encounter by two widely separated spacecraft, which each cross the dayside plasma boundary layer close to the diffusion region at each site; one very near to the null field. The in situ, time series measurements are taken from the Double Star (DSP), TC-1 [14] and the THEMIS A spacecraft [15] , which were both moving outbound from the Earth's magnetosphere at low latitudes on 14 June 2007 at around 4:40 UT. Each spacecraft carries a complement of plasma and field instrumentation, including fluxgate magnetometers, which provide calibrated data, accurate to below 0.1 nT ( [16, 17] ). We use temporally averaged data at a time resolution of one vector every 4 seconds for TC-1 and 3 seconds for THEMIS A. These magnetic field data are shown between 3 and 5 UT in Fig. 1 , which also shows the magnetic field from the other four THEMIS spacecraft. In fact, these measurements are part of a wider sampling of the MP achieved by 10 spacecraft (five THEMIS, TC-1, and four Cluster, [6b]) distributed around the MP to the dawnside flank, which suggest MR is operating quasisimultaneously at both these central, dayside locations, as well as at low-latitude, (originally antiparallel) flank locations. Figure 1 shows sharp reversals in the B L components (aligned to the MP surface) at the times of each spacecraft crossing, marking the exits from the magnetosphere to the magnetosheath. The actual crossing velocity corresponds mainly to an inward motion of the MP, resulting from an increase in the solar wind dynamic pressure during this time. We place the exits of THEMIS A and TC-1 just north of any reconnection site, since both appear to see northward moving reconnected flux tubes (inferred from þ=À polarity, bipolar signatures in the B N component, see, e.g., [8] , which are small scale on THEMIS A), suggesting timedependent, low-latitude MR is occurring just south of both locations [but see also later discussion of northward ion jets shown in Fig. 3(a) ]. The other THEMIS spacecraft precede THEMIS A, exiting into the magnetosheath one by one. Although the data show rather more complicated signatures at the earlier time of these crossings, they also show strong bipolar signatures (at 4:00 and 4:12 UT [18] ), but with À=þ polarity, characteristic of the southward passage of reconnected flux tubes generated by time-dependent MR.
Both spacecraft, TC-1 and TH-A, therefore cross the magnetopause within 2 minutes of each other. In fact, the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), which ultimately controls the magnetosheath field orientation, rotates from a strong B Y (Eastward pointing) to a strong-B z (Southward pointing) orientation, in the hour before the crossing. This southward orientation suggests that the low-latitude merging line would reform to take an orientation close to EastWest, as modeled in Fig. 2(a) , which also shows the positions of each spacecraft at the MP, as seen from the sun. The model shown, predicts the subsolar location of maximum current arising from the crossed magnetospheric and draped magnetosheath fields either side of the MP boundary, fitted for the particular conditions at the time of the crossings. The actual merging line may be slightly curved, rather than as simply drawn here. The expected directions of motion of any reconnected flux tubes moving away from this line are then computed. Actual flux tube motions from the observed bipolar signatures, where available, were checked by de Hoffmann-Teller analysis at each spacecraft and are consistent with the model directions shown. The merging line therefore threads through each position, as shown in Fig. 2(a) .
The observational evidence presented below strongly suggests that each spacecraft passes very close to a possible X-line structure, as indicated by the schematic in Fig. 2(b) and each of which are ordered to the merging line at each site (drawn, for convenience, as one structure in the diagram). The extent and connection of these local structures along the merging line of maximum current is not known, since single or multiple reconnection lines could exist. In this scheme, however, both spacecraft pass from an initially closed field region inside the 
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magnetosphere, sampling in turn the most recently reconnected field on the magnetospheric side of the current sheet, the ion outflow region and then the most recently reconnected field again (this time on the magnetosheath side). The expected system of Hall currents may be significantly modified from this schematic in the case of the magnetopause [10b], or in the presence of a strong guide field [20] , as is the case here, although the determination of Hall signatures is not clear from the observations here. The evidence suggests that THEMIS A, at its location, passes further from the null field than TC-1, which appears to pass initially south of the X-line, on the inner edge of the separatrix; moving north before its exit, as indicated schematically in the figure, with the implication that TC-1 passes very close to, or within the diffusion region, rather than across the ion outflow. The presence of a reconnection structure can be probed using thermal plasma measurements taken by the ion and electron spectrometers onboard each spacecraft ( [21, 22] ). These instruments measure the full 3D distribution of the thermal plasma populations in the energy range 4 eV-25 keV. For THEMIS A, Fig. 3 shows plasma signatures, consistent with X-line formation close by. At times earlier than the first boundary (4:42:10 UT), the data shows ion and electron, magnetospheric populations (above 1 keV), which change as the spacecraft cross into the reconnection layer. At times later than the right hand boundary (4:43:19 UT), low temperature, incoming magnetosheath plasma is observed, which is increasingly modified at earlier times as the spacecraft crosses reconnected field lines. The minimum in the magnetic field magnitude, and reversal in B L , marks the central current sheet (4:42:43 UT) and V L shows clear ion outflow, peaking just inside this boundary. At this time there is a small-scale, bipolar B N signature, suggesting a northward moving flux rope. There is distinct plasma ion structure either side of this boundary: in the boundary layer, all particle populations depend on the distance from the center of the current sheet, and hence on time elapsed since reconnection, as predicted by theory ( [23, 24] ). For the electrons, the main population is clearly energized, peaking at the current sheet, but there are also characteristic anisotropic populations present, which show clear observations of the escaping magnetospheric electrons on recently reconnected field lines (inside the outer boundary of the reconnected layer [25] ).
In the ion outflow region surrounding the current sheet (about 4:42:20-4:43:15 UT), the predominant ion populations show strong acceleration along the magnetic field which is consistent with the ion ''D'' distribution predicted by [26] , as a result of reflection and transmission through the current layer. This acceleration produces an ion population on the inner side of the reconnection layer 
week ending 8 JULY 2011 025004-4 (before 4:42:43 UT), extending through the parallel and perpendicular directions, which is energised to 4 times the incoming magnetosheath energy (twice the magnetosheath bulk velocity); the reflected ion population (energized back-streaming ions) on the outer side of the reconnection layer (after 4:42:43 UT) appearing in the antiparallel direction. The energy range of both these populations shows a low energy cutoff which is also consistent with time of flight from the reconnection site ( [23, 24] ). The D form of these accelerated populations may be seen in the plots on the right-hand side of Fig. 3 . The top plot, in particular, shows the characteristic D shape of accelerated ion population extending from the parallel to the perpendicular directions, while the lower plot shows the distribution for the reflected ion population. Figure 4 shows the boundary layer seen by TC-1, $9R E along the expected merging line from THEMIS A. The ion data from TC-1 was not taken for this interval; however, the electron distribution shown indicates the presence of a reconnection layer and that the spacecraft passed through the X line very near the null field point (as indicated by the dropout of the field magnitude and peak in electron energization) and possibly inside the diffusion region, consistent with the schematic in Fig. 2(b) . The electron distribution shows a clear boundary at 4:37:20 UT, where the spacecraft move from high energy, magnetospheric electrons, into a region of anisotropic distributions, which show both bistreaming and beamed populations, particularly after 4:39 UT. The initial population, before 4:39 UT, also contains field antiparallel electron flows at accelerated magnetosheath energies. These electrons should be flowing inwards towards the ionosphere, so that the field directions in the scheme in Fig. 2(b) place TC-1 just south of the X-line, initially (afterwards TC-1 is north (the X-line moves south) and antiparallel distributions are outflowing). This first boundary is interpreted as before as the first entry into the reconnection layer (field lines opened by reconnection). We place the current sheet at 4:41 UT, where B L reverses and the field minimum occurs, and the outer edge of the electron boundary layer at 4:44 UT, where the magnetosheath population is recovered. Either side of the current sheet, the distribution shows much structure, but there is a consistent out-flowing population in the region after the current sheet, suggesting the presence of reflected magnetosheath electrons (between 28-320 eV) and outflowing magnetospheric electrons (above 730 eV) on field lines which have been opened by MR. Such acceleration and reflection of electrons in the mid energy range are often observed on recently reconnected field lines [25] .
In the region before the current sheet, the bidirectional and beamed character, alternates between field parallel and antiparallel directions, at different times and in different energy bands, and corresponds in time to the bipolar signature in B N . Although the X-line could be moving north to south across TC-1 during this time, this behavior is not inconsistent with the existence of quadrupolar Hall currents (which have been recently demonstrated statistically in situ [20] ). However, it is not so significant on the outer side of the boundary (when the X-line could be moving southward). The energy profiles of the electron distributions are similar for both TC-1 and THEMIS A, although the TC-1 profile is consistent with its path crossing close to, or within, the central diffusion region (note the high acceleration at the drop out of the field magnitude). The temporal scale of the boundary layer is clearly different at each site, and there is some evidence, from computed magnetopause crossing speeds, to suggest that the boundary motion at THEMIS is high. Nevertheless, although this suggests the boundary layer is thicker at TC-1 (possibly caused by a higher reconnection rate), it is consistent with the angled path of TC-1 from south to north [as indicated on Fig. 2(b) ], which requires the spacecraft to remain in the reconnection layer longer. Single spacecraft estimates of spatial scale are therefore prone to errors. These relative motions and in-situ parameters, however, suggest the ion inertial scale is $70 km, while the overall reconnection layer is $0:5R E ($ 50x the ion scale) and place the central current sheet at a few ion inertial scale lengths.
Analysis of in-situ magnetic field and plasma data has therefore confirmed the simultaneous operation of MR at two widely separated sites along the expected, low-latitude merging line stretching across the day side, subsolar region of the magnetopause. These two reconnection sites may not be connected if only patchy reconnection is active along the merging line. Both electron and ion energisation and reflection are observed within each reconnection structure, together with characteristic ion-D distributions, which confirm X-line formation with significant extent. These data are therefore consistent with the presence of multiple (two or more) patches of MR along the expected merging line, since a single X-line over a distance of more than 9R E is unlikely. The purpose here has therefore been primarily to confirm the extended operation of MR along the low-latitude merging line, as the most probable location of MR activity. In fact, the activity occurs under conditions when MR sites appeared to be also present at flank locations, earlier. This is the first time these mechanisms have been directly shown (in situ) to operate at multiple or extended locations across the dayside region. 
